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COPYRIGHT AND TRADEMARK LEGAL NOTICE
******************************************************************************************
Tami Miller retains and reserves the right to modify, update and
change the Terms of Use for all digital designs at anytime with or without notice.
******************************************************************************************
******************************************************************
Warning: The unauthorized reproduction or distribution of this
copyrighted work is illegal. Criminal copyright infringement,
including infringement without monetary gain, is investigated by
the FBI and is punishable by up to 5 years in federal prison and a
fine of $250,000.
For more information, please visit http://www.fbi.gov/ipr
*******************************************************************
USAGE
All digital scrapbooking images, brush files, actions and/or layered templates offered for sale
or for free by Tami Miller are copyrighted by Tami Miller and are for personal and Scrap for Hire/Scrap for Others use
only unless written
permission from Tami Miller is granted. They may not be reproduced for sale or redistributed
in any way outside the Scrap for Hire/Scrap for Others exceptions in this license without
permission from Tami Miller. Commercial Use products do not require alteration or credit. However, they are not
intended to create commercial use products of your own. If in the future I decide to sell CU for CU products they will
have a tou of their own.

Do not use any images for obscene, defamatory, or immoral works or any other purpose that
is prohibited by law. If you post scrapbook pages or other projects online or submit them
to magazines using any of these images, include the CD or digital product title and
Tami Miller in the credits. Feel free to lightly modify any images
(size, color, etc.) as it suits your project needs.
You may not use templates or premade pages for publication and call them your own works.
Please credit them as a template or premade page and provide the proper credit to Tami
Miller

Scrap for Hire/Scrap for Others (S4H/S4O) Usage
-----------------------------------------------You may use this copyrighted work in to create scrapbook pages for others as a service
under the following conditions:
* Completed S4H/S4O projects are delivered as printed pages or in flattened file formats (.png,.jpg).
No layered files of any kind (including but not limited to: .tiff, .psd, .psp, .apd, .xcf) may
be delivered to the client at any time.
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*Products are used for projects created specifically for individual clients that include delivery of
fully completed pages. Delivery/sale of projects using copyrighted material protected under this license
in a "quick page" or "template" type format to clients is strictly prohibited.
*Copyrighted material protected under this license may not be used in the mass production of projects without
purchase of additional licensing from Tami Miller and express written permission.
*Use of copyrighted material covered under this license is strictly prohibited in projects that only include light
customization for the client (names, dates, written material, etc). Projects must consist primarily of design work
that is created for clients individually.
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